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The pillage and plunder of the United States (U.S.) Treasury emphasizes the desperation of extreme liberal wing to capture the limelight of the Democratic nomination for the 2020 American presidential election. If not else, passing one incentive to the other to the public as throwing bread to the masses, has the “hallmark” card of nationalism battling against the administration of a presidential tyrant that must confront, not only a Covi-19 pandemic spawned by a world health fiasco, but also besieged by spending cuts and extreme opposition on both ends to reshape the American landscape in their own image. If anything, else, normal doesn’t define the American Democratic fringe, instead normality redefines itself in terms of a desperate corporate sector imposing discipline to contain an out of control party-delinquents hurrying to dominate the White House by falsely intruding into long-term economic interest.

To reshape American political history by bankrupting the U.S. Treasury with plummeting oil prices; calling on a return to a new normal (and in hopes of opening a political advantage for the Democratic Party).
But then and now, does a political tyrant, e.g., the Indonesian dictator President Suharto or the Iraqi president Saddam Hussein, pillage and plunder their own government to hide the incredulous crimes of a corporate model that can no longer achieve any sustainable implementation (even through the U.S. Supreme Court).

The edifice of war-crime is to cover up both deadly and destructive decision-making by all possible means -- to the magnitude, of ethnic cleansing, genocide, and/or regional biowarfare. And on all both ends, war-crime is being waged to drive a tyrant out of power and yet to cover up a tyrant to expose the Democrat’s willingness to side with liberal ultra-nationalist extremism; to flip the balance of power to an extreme Democratic party-fringe that knows neither no moderation nor no bounds. So as not to incite and transform a pathological mass movement into totalitarian acts of pillage and plunder -- of what remains of U.S. constitutionality and the international rule of law.